Office Memorandum

Subject: - Representations received regarding Transfer/Posting of CLS officers – Regarding

The transfer/posting of officers of Central Labour Service (CLS) is done as per the transfer policy guidelines. This year, considering the extraordinary situation prevailing in the country due to outbreak of COVID – 19 Pandemic, it was decided that this year no rotational transfers of officers in different grades will be done except for administrative reason to fill up any vacancy due to promotion/retirement and on medical emergency situation.

2. The transfer/postings of few CLS officers have been done on the basis of above policy adopted for this year and mostly the postings have been done to grant promotion to the CLS officers.

3. It has been observed that CLS officer(s) are still sending representations for transfers. Since there is moratorium on rotational transfer till 30-4-2021, it may not be possible to consider transfer requests. Such representations can only be considered when next annual transfers happen. Accordingly all the CLS officers are requested not to send their representations at this stage. The representation received in this regard will not be considered.

(Satish Chander)
Under Secretary to the Government of India
Tele No. - 23711582

To,

All the concerned CLS Officer(s)

Copy to :- IT Cell, MoLE – With request to upload this communication at MoLE’s website